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HEATED BASE/PLATE DISPENSER 
- STAINLESS STEEL               - MOBILE 

- CANTILEVER DESIGN               - DUAL HEAT 

- SELF LEVELING FIELD ADJUSTABLE            - 1 TO 3 STACK 
 

Model Series: AFDH-M-* 
 

APPLICATION: 
-Tray make-up systems 

-Back up storage 
 

CAPACITY: 
-Approximately 48 plates per stack 

-Approximately 50 bases per stack 
 

DISPENSES: 
-China or special composition plates  

 (e.g. Alicite, Thermacite, etc.) up to and including  

 10” plate diameter 

-Stainless steel or alloy composition bases 

 up to and including 10” base diameter 
 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot-welded construction 

-All seams fully welded & polished 

-Fully insulated model 

-Channel reinforced base for rigidity and stability 

-Cantilever dispensing system in a steel upright uni-frame enclosure 

-Dispensers are equipped with non-rusting springs 

 that are heat treated for strength & durability 

-Carrier platform is full length as standard (split carrier optional) 

-Cover is full length as standard (split cover optional) 

-Cover is double panel stainless steel, insulated,  

 hinged fold back design with handle 

-Convection type heating with fan forced horizontal air flow 

-Variable heat setting thermostat with “OFF” position 

-“ON-OFF” toggle switch with “POWER ON” and  

 “THERMOSTAT ON” indicator pilot lights 

-Internally mounted selector switch for “LOW HEAT” and  

 “HIGH HEAT” to prevent accidental changing of heat setting 

-Approved power supply cord with 3 prong end cap 

-Stainless steel push handle with grips 
-Wrap-around bumper with internal stainless steel core for  

 strength and durability 

-4 > 5” swivel, non-marking casters with 4 side brakes 
 

OPTIONAL FEATURES [1]:     ELECTRICAL DATA: 
-NP - Stainless steel nameplate     -208V, 60Hz, 1 Phase, 2800 Watts, 20 Amp 

-SCP - Split covers and split platforms    -NEMA 6-20 End Cap 

-CB - Corner bumpers     

-PR - Plate rods with perforated platforms for smaller wares 

-Remove (*) from model code for non-NSF models 
 

Shown with 

optional plate rods 

Shown with optional 

split cover and platform 
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split cover and platform 

 
 

HEATED BASE/PLATE DISPENSER 
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- CANTILEVER DESIGN               - DUAL HEAT 

- SELF LEVELING, FIELD ADJUSTABLE            - 1 TO 3 STACK 
 

Model Series: AFDH-M-* 
 

CAPACITY: 
-Approximately 48 plates per stack 
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MODEL STACKS WIDTH LENGTH LENGTH SHIPPING 

 

PER INCLUDING INCLUDING INCLUDING WEIGHT 

 

UNIT BUMPER BUMPER HANDLE APP. 

AFDH-M-1* 1 Stack 21" - 533mm 32" - 813mm 34.5" - 876mm 200lb - 91.0kg 

AFDH-M-2* 2 Stacks 28.5" - 724mm 32" - 813mm 34.5" - 876mm 270lb - 122.7kg 

AFDH-M-3* 3 Stacks 40.5" - 1029mm 32" - 813mm 34.5" - 876mm 330lb - 150kg 

         Overall height of all listed units is 37 ½” (953mm). 

 

 

 

Shown with 

optional plate rods 
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